
the product guide



Wall Art
Decorate your home with the unending love

only your soul dog or heart horse can 
provide.

 
We offer multiple wall art mediums, and 
framing options to suit everyone's taste, 

style, and preference. 

Buy 2 or more pieces, and get 20% off your Wall Art Order. 

Each image purchased comes with complimentary 
corresponding social media-optimized digital file. 



Investment
There is nothing more heartwarming and comforting 
than being able to appreciate your portraits of your 

four-legged best friend that have been expertly
brought to life through the medium of your choice. 

 
We understand that your dream piece or pieces of art 
are an investment, and we prioritize creating access

to these for all of our clients. Our business was
founded on the principal that we would always put
our clients first, and so we are happy to offer Zero 

Interest Payment Plans on any of our fine art offerings. 
 

$1000 or under ........ Up to 6 month payment plan
$1001 and up ........ Up to 12 month payment plan.

 
Interested in a payment plan? SImply mention it the Reveal Session

and we will take it from there! 



The Framed Canvas These Fine Art framed 
canvases are so much 
more than just a wall 

hanging. They are 
luxurious, statement 

pieces that are expertly 
crafted by one of the top
photographic labs in the 

world. Printed with 
archival ink and sealed 

with a UV protectant,
they will never fade or 

alter in color over time. A 
true statement piece to 

display your images. 

Available sizes:

Showcase ..............$3,000
Statement ..............$1,900
Grand .................... $1,500
Standard ............... $1,200
Petite ......................$900
Mini........................ $700





The Gallery Metal The Gallery Metal is the 
perfect way to display

your portraits. Lightweight, 
and modern, this medium 

perfectly accentuates 
vibrant colors and tones 

seen throughout your 
portraits. Printed with 

archival inks, these 
portraits are guaranteed 

to not fade or alter in
color for 75 years. Water, 

grease, and scratch 
resistant, this medium 

perfectly turns your 
portraits into a work of

art. 

Available sizes:

Showcase ..............$3,000
Statement ..............$1,900
Grand .................... $1,500
Standard ............... $1,200
Petite ......................$900
Mini........................ $700





The Float Frame 
The Fine Art Float Framed 
Print is custom framed to 

perfectly match the 
interior of your home. 
Prints have a Fine Art 
Deckled edge and are 

printed on 310gms 
Canson Rag gallery- 

quality paper to perfectly 
accentuate the image. 

The print itself delicately 
‘floats’ within the frame to 

highlight the image 
perfectly. 

Available sizes:

Showcase ..............$3,000
Statement ..............$1,900
Grand .................... $1,500
Standard ............... $1,200
Petite ......................$900
Mini........................ $700





The Fine Art Acrylic Fine Art Paper is the base
for these jaw dropping

pieces of art. Printed with
Archival inks, these

pieces will not fade or
alter over time. Mounted
with 1/4" Acrylic overlying

them, they are sure to
make a statement

wherever they are placed.
Ready to hang straight
from the box, these are

one of Gina's most
popular options to

display your portraits.

Framing available in white
or black.................... $100

Available sizes:

Showcase ..............$3,000
Statement ..............$1,900
Grand .................... $1,500
Standard ............... $1,200
Petite ......................$900
Mini........................ $700



The Fine Art Acrylic
Composite

The beauty of our Fine
Art Acrylic, but now with

more of your of your
favorite images all

together in one place!
Relive your special day

with multiple memories
and portraits combined

together into one
stunning piece of art.

Custom frame colors and
material to perfectly

match the interior of your
home. Crafted by the

finest artisans in Italy, tis
work of art comes ready
to hang and display right

out of the box!

40x40".........$2,600

50x14".........$2,000



Other Fine Art
Offerings

Looking to go beyond wall art? We're here 
to help! From Hand-Stitched albums and 

Folio Boxes, to gift print and Acrylics, there 
are numerous ways to display your images 

instead of, or in addition to wall art. 



The Hand Stitched Album A hand-stitched heirloom
album that is handmade by

highly
skilled artisans in one the finest
labs worldwide and printed on

hand-crafted Fine Art paper.
Whether you love full grain

leather, natural fibers, crystal
clear acrylic or metals, we will
design a one of a kind piece

hand in hand together. 
 

16"x12" in size, these albums
are sure to make a statement

on
any coffee table, or make the
perfect reading material while
you snuggle your beloved pet

on a rainy day. 
 

Each album includes 20 images
of your choice. Complimentary
social media optimized digital

images included of each
purchased image. 

 
16"x12"

Album.......................$3,600
 

Additional 5 images........$950
 



The Fine Art Table Top Acrylic 
The beauty of our Fine

Art Acrylics, but in a
table top form for our
clients who prefer to

have timeless pieces of
art that are able to sit

right with them on their
desk, end table, or shelf

to display. At 1.25"
Acrylic, these pieces are

hand polished with
crystal clear edges.

Prints stand solidly on
end on any flat surface.

Available sizes:
 

   5x7".............$450
   8x10" ..........$700



High Resolution Digital Files
We live in a digital age, and

digital images are something
we are happy to offer! While

we suggest for quality
purposes that you print

through us because we utilize
labs that are only accessible

to professional
photographers, we are happy
to offer high resolution digital
images for purchase. Images
do include a print release if
you choose to print on your

own. 

High Resolution digital images
are for personal use only.
Commercial usage is not

included. Each image
purchased comes with

complimentary 8x10" Fine Art
Print. Accompanying social
media form of image is also

included.  
 

1 image ......$250

5 images .....$1,200
10 images ....$2,300
15 images....$3,300
20 images....$4,200



The Fine Art Print and Folio  Box 

310gm handmade Canson
Rag paper that is utilized

by galleries and museums
around the world, are

perfectly matted to display
your fine art prints.

Option of a white or black
matt, verse mounted
image on 3mm thick

mounting, to suit
everyone's tastes. These
are complimentary with

each High Resolution
digital image that is

purchased.
 

Purchase 10 or 20 digital
images and receive a

complimentary Fine Art
Folio Box as a keepsake

for your prints. 




